Abstract: Several human navigation services are currently available on the ceJJular phones that uses embedded GPS and 2-D map. However, 2-D map based human navigation is not always easy to understand for users because that is not intuitive. In order to realize more intuitive human navigation, AR (Augmented Reality) based navigation where guiding information is overlaid in the real image is expected to be the next generation navigation system. For AR navigation, the key problem is how to acquire the accurate position and posture of the embedded camera on the ceJJular phone. Many researchers have intensively tackled to the camera parameter estimation problem for AR in recent years. However, most of these methods cannot be applied to the current mobile devices because they are designed to treat video sequence where temporal information like camera parameter of the previous frame is known. In this research, we propose a novel method that estimates camera parameters of single input image using SIFT features and voting scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Several human navigation services are currently available on the ceJJular phones that uses embedded GPS and 2-D map. However, 2-D map based human navigation is not always easy to understand for users because that is not intuitive. In order to realize more intuitive human navigation, AR (Augmented Reality) based navigation where guiding information is overlaid in the real image is expected to be the next generation navigation system. For AR navigation, the key problem is how to acquire the accurate position and posture of the embedded camera on the ceJJular phone. Many researchers have intensively tackled to the camera parameter estimation problem for AR in recent years. However, most of these methods cannot be applied to the current mobile devices due to several problems.
In order to realize AR-based navigation system on the consumer mobile devices, at least, foJJowing four requirements should be satisfied.
(1) Equipment should be simple.
(2) Method should work in various environments. (3) 6-DOF position and posture should be estimated.
(4) Computational cost should be low. In the foJJowing paragraphs, conventional localization methods are categorized and their problems are pointed out based on above requirements.
The conventional methods for localization of mobile devices can be categorized into two groupes; the sensorbased approach [1] [2] [3] and the image-based approach [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Sensor-based approach uses combination of several sensors to acquire both position and posture parameters. Since most of these methods rely on GPS, the raw accuracy of the position given by the embedded GPS on mobile devices is 10 m order and it is not sufficient to realize AR navigation. Although there is possibility to acquire high accurate position and posture by combining several sensors such as RTK-GPS, optical fiber gyro, and magnetic sensors, combined equipment is complex and it is not suitable for mobile devices.
Image-based approach uses captured images to estimate camera position and posture parameters. Methods in this approach can be categorized into four groups; (a) Marker-based methods that use number of artificial markers and their 3-D positions [4, 5] , (b) methods based on image retrieval that estimate camera position and posture by searching the image database for similar image [6, 7] , (c) model-based methods where position and posture parameters are determined in such a way that the visibility of the 3-D model becomes similar to the input image [8, 9] , (d) landmark-based methods that use pre-registered 3-D points of image features instead of the artificial markers [10, 11] . AJJ these methods can estimate position and posture parameters of a camera without sensors by using pre-constructed database that models the target environment or object. Thus, equipment of the mobile device can be smaJJ and simple in the case the image-based approach is employed.
However, each group in the image-based approach stiJJ has problems to realize AR navigation on mobile devices. In the marker-based method (a), the problem is cost for marker arrangement and maintenance. It is almost impossible to set up and maintain the artificial markers in large outdoor environments. Methods based on image retrieval (b) cannot estimate 6-DOF position and posture parameters because its image database does not contain 3-D data for target environment. The model-based method (c) also has a problem that construction of accurate 3-D model for a complex and large environment is difficult. On the other hand, landmark-based method (d) does not have such problems. In the landmark-based method, 3-D database for an environment is constructed automaticaJJy by applying structure-from-motion method to the video sequences that capture the target environment. By using a high-resolution omnidirectional camera, a large number ments of feature landmark database are described. The way of database construction is then detailed.
Elements of Feature Landmark Database
As shown in Figure 6 
3-D reconstruction for environment
The target environment is captured as video sequences at first. In this paper, moving an omnidirectional multicamera system is assumed to be used as a scanner for the target environment. For the acquired video sequences, structure from motion method for multi-camera system [12] is applied to estimate 3-D positions of feature points and camera parameters. In the method [12] , image features detected by Harris operator [13] are tracked trough the input video sequences and 3-D positions of image features and camera parameters of the camera system are estimated based on the bundle adjustment [14] . It should be noted that general structure from motion cannot recover the absolute 3-D position and scale by itself and an the recovered 3-D positions are relative. To arrange the recovered 3-D points for an absolute coordinate, some control points of known 3-D positions should be given to the bundle adjustment process [12] , or hybrid approach should be employed that uses both motion of image features and absolute positions measured by GPS attached with the camera system [15] . In the experiment that is Before camera parameter estimation for mobile devices, feature landmark database must be constructed for the target environment where localization service win be provided. Basicany, the feature landmark database is constructed by 3-D positions of feature points and their visual information. In the fonowing sections, first, eleof feature landmarks in the target environment can be effectively conected and registered to the feature landmark database. After database construction, camera position and posture are estimated by using corresponding pairs of feature points and landmarks.
The landmark-based method potentiany satisfies an the requirements (1) to (4) in the case we employ the server-client scheme where the client (mobile device) captures a stin image and camera parameter estimation is processed on the server. Although this approach suits the current cenular phones, most of the conventional methods assume video sequence as an input. Because the video sequence easily consumes the bandwidth of the network and computational resources, the conventional works could not be applied for the mobile devices. Instead of the video sequence, we select a stiJ] image as an input. To apply the landmark-based approach for a stin image input, we must develop the method that can find correct correspondences without good initial parameters for camera position and posture.
In this paper, based on the feature landmark database, we propose a novel method that can estimate 6-DOF extrinsic camera parameters from a stin image input. As shown in Figure 1 , our method is constructed of two phases. In the offline phase, the landmark database is developed by applying structure from motion to the omnidirectional video streams. In the online phase, to find the correct correspondences from a large number of visuany similar landmarks, we graduany discard the candidates of landmarks. First, rough position of the user (100m order accuracy is assumed) given by the embedded GPS or the strength of the electric waves of the mobile phone is used to select the database from a mount of landmark database that may be developed in every site of the world. Next, visuany similar landmarks with the image features on the input image are selected using SIFT descriptor and LoG based scale detector. In this process, uniqueness in each landmark is used as priority of matching order to reduce computational matching cost. Spatiany consistent landmarks are then selected by voting approach for camera position and posture. Finany, 6-DOF camera position and posture are estimated by solving PnP problem with RANSAC based outlier elimination. This paper is organized as fonows. In Section 2, we describe the first phase of our method, which specifies the construction of the feature landmark database. Section 3 describes the position and posture estimation method for a stin image using the feature landmark database. Section 4 shows the experimental results in an outdoor environment, and Section 5 summarizes this paper. 
DATABASE CONSTRUCTION
In order to select unique landmarks, the uniqueness E i for the landmark i is computed by using SIFT distances of N -top nearest landmarks as follows.
where f i is the D-dimensional SIFT vector of the landmark i. hi is an index list for the landmark i in which the index of the landmark is sorted in ascending order of the SIFT distance to the landmark i: h ik indicates the index of k-th nearby landmark from the landmark i in the SIFT space. 300 300 300 described in Section 4, the former approach has been employed.
where the scale parameter (J is identical to the radius of this filter and r is a distance from the center of the filter to the target pixel. After characteristic scale is determined, image pattern inside of the circle whose radius is (J and center is the position of the feature point is coded by SIFT descriptor [16] .
Determination of uniqueness
Generally, there exist visually similar landmarks in an environment. Because these un-unique landmarks easily correspond to incorrect image features, unique landmarks are preferentially corresponded to the image features in this research.
Determination of characteristic scale and SIFT vector
In this research, in order to achieve rotation and distortion invariant matching, SIFT [16] is employed as feature descriptor. Although SIFT includes characteristic scale determination scheme that uses DoG (Difference of Gaussian), in this paper, we have employed LoG (Laplacian of Gaussian) instead of DoG because DoG is used as an approximation of LoG in the article [16] and LoG based scale detector is compatible with Harris detectors that is used as feature detector in the structure from motion process [17] .
To remove visual changes depending on camera posture and lens distortion, first, all the acquired images by the omnidirectional multi-camera system are warped to the sphere whose radius is infinite. Next, for each image feature whose 3-D position is estimated, characteristic scale is determined by using LoG function. As shown in Figure 3 , responses of the LoG function for different images become similar in the case there exists same image structure. Thus, characteristic scale is determined by searching for scale parameter (J that maximizes the LoG value for the image feature on the sphere. The LoG value is computed by applying LoG filter to the image on the sphere. The LoG filter is defined as follows:
CAMERA PARAMETER ESTIMATION USING LANDMARK DATABASE
In this section, the processes for the online phase are described. In this research, we assume that the feature landmark database constructed by the offline phase is stored in the server and all the processes described in this section are carried out in the server. To estimate the camera position of the client, the server needs both an input image and rough position that is measured by embedded GPS or strength of electric waves from cellular phones. The rough position is necessary to select the appropriate database from a mound of database for every site. After landmark selection by GPS, SIFT vectors and characteristic scales for image features on the input image are computed by the same manner with the landmark construction process. Unique landmarks are then selected and corresponded with image features. Un-unique landmarks are also corresponded using roughly estimated camera parameters using unique landmarks. Spatially consistent landmarks are then selected by voting for observable position and posture for corresponded landmarks. Finally, camera position and posture are estimated by solving PnP problem with RANSAC based outlier elimination. Following paragraphs describes these processes.
Correspondence for unique landmarks
For the feature points detected in the input image, firstly, unique landmarks are preferentially corresponded. Because unique landmarks do not have similar landmarks in the target environment, rate for incorrect correspondences for these landmarks is lower than that for ununique landmarks. Unique landmarks are corresponded with image features by following processes.
(1) Most unique landmark in the landmarks that are not selected until the current iteration is selected. (2) The SIFT distance between the selected unique landmark and each feature point j in the input image is computed as the squared distance between SIFT vector f LMp of the landmark i and fIN j of the feature point j:
In this step, the feature point jm that minimize Sp (j) is selected. In the case S(jm) is under given threshold, the feature pointjm is selected as corresponding point for the landmark p, otherwise the landmark p Fig. 4 Limitation of matching candidates using key landmarks.
is not corresponded to any image features and the process returns to the step (1 
Correspondence for un-unique landmarks
By using the corresponded key landmarks and image features, the rest of the image features and un-unique landmarks are effectively corresponded by limiting spatial searching range. Concretely, as shown in Figure 4 , first, in the 3-D space, the landmarks that exist inside the sphere of radius R whose center is the 3-D position Qp of the key landmark p are selected. Similarly, on the image plane, image features that exist inside the circle of radius r whose center is the 2-D position of the feature jm that is corresponded to the key landmark p are selected. The SIFT distances for these selected landmarks and image features are computed and corresponding pairs are determined as the same manner with the method described in the previous section. The radius R is computed by following equation.
r
where f is a focal length of the camera.
Landmark selection based on voting
The corresponding pairs of landmarks and feature points that are selected in the previous step still include a lot of outliers. In this step, outliers are eliminated by verifying the space consistency based on the fact that the in- put image is captured from a unique position and a unique posture. To verify the space consistency, we employ the voting approach.
As illustrated in Figure 5 , the ground plane around the roughly specified client position is divided into ( 2h+ 1 B is the horizontal angle (radian) between the x-axis and the vector W ij -Qp. After voting from all the landmarks, the landmarks that vote for the box of maximum count are selected. These selected landmarks are considered to be visible from a unique position and a unique posture. However position and posture can be determined by (Wi, Wj) and B in this step, they are still 3-DOF and they cannot be used for AR navigation. Next section describes how to upgrade these parameters to 6-DOF.
6-DOF extrinsic camera parameter estimation
In this step, by using selected landmarks in the previous step, 3-DOF camera position and posture are upgraded to 6-DOF. By using the 3-DOF parameters as initial parameter, the re-projection errors are minimized with non-linear optimization. The re-projection error is defined by distances between 2-D position of feature point on the input image and projected position of the 3-D position of the corresponding landmark. To remove outliers from the selected landmarks, in this process, we 5. CONCLUSION Table 1 Parameters that is used in experiment.
In this paper, we propose novel method for extrinsic camera parameter estimation using a still image and feature landmark database that contains multi-dimensional and multi-view data. In this method, feature landmark database is constructed in advance by using structure correspondences for landmarks and image features. For 7 of 72 images, we cannot compute the ground truth due to lack of visible landmarks and thus we didn't use these 7 images for this evaluation. Thus, we have evaluated with 65 images whose ground truths are available. Table 2 shows success rate of estimation and average and standard deviation of estimation errors. Figure 8 illustrates judged results for each input. For direction 1, except the positions where trees severely blind buildings, most of estimated results is judged as successful by the system. As shown in Table 2 , average position error and posture error are 0.7 m and 0.8 degree and it is considered as sufficient level for AR navigation. For direction 2, for more than half positions, estimated result was judged as failed (re-projection error was over 5 pixels). For these images, even when enough number of landmarks are visible in the input image, most of correct landmarks had been rejected because image patterns around landmarks on the buildings are overlaid by branches of trees and they affect characteristic scale determination. To realize more stable estimation for various environments, introduction of more robust ways for characteristic scale determination and corresponding point detection is necessary. For the environment where landmarks are hardly detected, user interactive scheme is also one of the solutions where the system suggests good directions for landmark detection based on the current estimation. It should be noted that after final estimation result is given, the system can judge the validity of the estimated camera parameter based on the re-projection errors. In this research, if an average re-projection error is larger than the given threshold E, the system judges that the estimated result is not accurate. To show the validity of the proposed method, the feature landmark database is actuary constructed for a real outdoor environment and the accuracy of camera position and posture by the proposed method is evaluated by comparing it with the ground truth. In this experiment, first, we have captured the target environment as two omnidirectional video sequences by using an omnidirectional multi-camera system (Pointgrey Ladybug) that has six camera units of XGA resolution. In this experiment, about 12,500 landmarks are registered to the database. Each input image is taken as VGA sized digital photograph from the 6 x 6 positions that are arranged by the 5m grid using the digital camera embedded in the cellular phone (CASIO GzOne W42CA). In this environment, we take images for two directions. For direction 1, buildings that contains many landmarks are visible from most of the positions as shown in Figure 7 (a). In contrast, for direction 2, buildings are blinded by trees from many positions as shown in Figure 7(b) .
In this experiment, although server-client system is assumed, the prototype system has not been developed yet. Thus, input images were once stored into the mobile phone and camera position and posture for each image were estimated after all photographs were taken. Table 1 shows thresholds that are used in this experiment. The ground truth of the camera position and postures are given by solving PnP problem using manually specified camera paths of multi-camera system estimation succeeded estimation failed from motion method for video sequences that capture the target environment. From the registered landmarks, corresponding points of image features in the input image are searched by graduaJJy limiting candidates. FinaJJy, 6-DOF camera position and posture are estimated by using pairs of image features and landmarks. By the experiment, the accuracy of the position and posture estimation are reached to the level that AR navigation can be realized on the mobile devices. However, for the environment where most of the scene is covered by nature, it is difficult to estimate the position and posture stably. In the future work, robustness for camera parameter estimation will be improved by investigating robust scale determination and matching for occJuders. User interactive scheme wiJJ also be explored to develop more useful system.
